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CHAPTER I 
SURVEY OF LEARNING AND MEMORY THEORY 
A. HISTORICAL 
1. Theories of Learning 
Since 1855, when Ebbinghaus 1 published on the memoriaation and 
recall of verbal material. many theories have developed to explain 
learning and I or memory. Also there are many schools of learning, 
each favoring particular interpretation of these phenomena. It is 
extremely difficult to formulate a satisfactory definition of learning so 
as to include all the activities and processes already surmised to be 
intimately associated with the phenomenon, and to exclude all those 
which are nonessential. In general, however, learning may be under-
stood to be the process by which a behavior of a system originates or 
is altered by a reaction between the system and an encountered 
situation, provided that the alteration cannot be explained on the basis 
of an innate direct response or maturation. Learning is not instinct, 
which is generally held to be complex. genetically determined, species 
characteristic activity which is expressed in ~ Also ju.t as growth 
leads to maturation, behavior matures through regular .tates ir-
respective of intervening practice, and this development is not learning 
Perhaps les s broad definitions of learning will be presented in referenc 
to particular experiments or viewpoints. 
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Fatigue results in a 10s8 of efficiency. In thi8 8ense then, both 
learning and fatigue are aU.cted by previous performances: fatilUe 
curv.s tend to show d.creasing proficiency with rep.tition and recovery 
with rests, while learning curves show gains with repetition and for-
getting over rests. More recent theories have been developed to 
include the possible molecular a,spects. 
Until recently, the bulk of work on the behavioral analy.is of 
learning was conducted by psychologists. Psychological theories at .. 
tempted to explain learning of an organism by observing changes in its 
Iross behavior. These theories are molar rather than molecular. The 
molecular aspects of physics or physiology upon which behavior probably 
is based have identifyinl properties of th.ir own, which are not the 
properties of behavior as molar. More rec.nt theori.s bave been de-
veloped to include the po.sible molecular aspects. 
Psychological theories are basically of two types: Stimulus-
R.spon •• and Cognitive. Of th.... the Stimulus -R.sponse (SR) group 
i. more easily correlated with the mol.cular theories. 
Th. Stimulus-Re.ponse (SR) group includes Thorndike, 2 Guthrie, 3 
Skinner, 4 Hull, 5 and other.. All tacitly a •• ume an inherent capacity 
of the organism to experience, comprehend and react adaptive1y to the 
environment. Their theories embrace the notion. of understanding. 
motivation. and forgetting, as well as the results of practice. and the 
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transference of association. Each has written considerably on these 
subjects. 
Thorndike holds that learning is the result of an automatic 
streDithening by trial and error of specific hypothetical connections, 
directly. Guthrie's major emphasis is on the shifting of a.sociations 
by formation of new connections, as seen in his recency principle. 
Skinner developed the terms operant and respondent conditioning. which 
have found a broad application in the theories and terminologies of 
behaviorism. Hull'. systematic behaviorism in common with the 
above three. is one of the classic expresBions of "black box" thinking 
and set the form which was followed by attempts to construct possible 
models for the black box. 
The Cognitive group (Lewin. Tolman, Koehler' and Koffka) was 
interested in insightful behavior and/or purposive behavior. These men 
introduced aestalt theory and the trace hypothesis regarding memory 
and past experience, which is very near the present feelin, about 
memory storage. 
The mathematically oriented model builders approach learning as 
a system of probabilities which algebraically sum to determine the be-
havior of the system. A representative thinker is Ashby.7 By the pure 
use of the deductive method. he bas described a homeostatic machine 
to elucidate his theory. 
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His central deduction was that seU-programmed reactivity consti-
tutes learning_ Survival in a darwinian world has produced a learning 
procea s who •• behavior is homeostatic _ Th. organization of the brain 
may be so complex that no theory based on contemporary mathematics 
or pure mechanics can predict its behavior. The fact that the stability 
of a aystem is a property of the system as a whole is the result of the 
fact that the presence of stability always implies co-ordination of the 
homeostatic interaction among the parts. The constancy of some var-
iable or systems may involve the vigorous activity of others to maintain 
stabUity. From such principles as these he described the ultrastable 
system t as follows: 
Two systems of continuous variables (that we call 
'environment' and 'reacting part') interact, so that a pri-
mary feedback (through complex sensory and motor 
channels) exists between them. Another feedback, work-
ing intermittently and at a much slower order of speed, 
goes from the environment to certain continuous variables 
which in their turn affect some step-mechanisms, the 
effect being that the step.mechanisms changes value 
when and only when the.e variables pass outside given 
limits. The step-mechanisms affect the reacting partJ 
by acting a. parameters to it they determine how it shall 
react to the environment. 
He buUt a functioning homeostatic machine from hardware which, 
considered as a black box, shows purposeful behavior. 
Molecular theories popular today are more susceptible to basic 
research than the molar approach employed by the psychologists and 
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more biological than the deductive model building of Ashby. Thes e 
theorie. are open to investigation by physical and ph.ysiological means. 
In 1949 Hebb8 propo.ed a speculative neuropsychological model 
of brain engrams introducing the terms "ce11 assembly" and "phase 
sequence. II A ceU assembly arises through frequently repeated particu-
1&r stimulation. It corresponds roughly to the persisting neural counter-
part (engram) of a simple association. It is a diffuse structure com-
prising ceUs in the cortex and subcortical centers. When a particular 
stimulation occurs, the cell assembly is aroused and it facilitates other 
systems and motor responses. A cell assembly can thus be activated 
by another cen assembly, by sensory stimulation, or by both at once. 
A phase sequence is constituted by the arousal of a series of cen 
assemblies. For example, looking at the three corners of a triangle 
arouses the c.n assemblies appropriate to each corner. and these 
facilitate each other. Thus the phase sequence is analolous to the 
thought process. The first sta.e, ontologically. of learning is the 
.stablishment of cell assemblies and their phase sequences. Further 
learninl consists in interaction and modification of these basic relation-
ships. 
OraduaUy a clearer picture of the complex nature of learning bas 
begun to emerge, and bas stimulated further interest in the molecular 
9 
activities of the nervous system. By 1959. Hebb stated that learning 
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con.isted "of a modified direction of transmission in the central 
nervous syst.m (eNS) .0 that, in the clearest example, a sensory 
.xcitation i. now conducted to effector. to which it was not conducted 
before." A new phyeiological rather than p.ycholoaical sa connection 
was e.tablished with a definition not too different from our .arlier one. 
H.bb f.lt that the neurophy.iological ba.is for p.rsisting r.v.rberating 
circuit. would lie in change. in the .ynaptic knobs to alt.r the ar.a. of 
contact betw.en an axon or dendrite and the tissue with which it is 
a.sociated. 
Hebb's brain engram. represent an integration of pyschological 
concept,.swith a more apoditic approach to the iundamentala of neural 
proces.... R.cently Mowrer, Sutherland and Krech hav. broadened 
10 
our knowledge in .everal a.pect.. Mowrer, a p.ychological theorist, 
introduced a revi.ed two-factor theory of kine.thetic. in 1955. which 
hold. that stimuli acquire the power to evoke affective state. through 
contiguity conditioning and instrumental respon. es occur becau.e the 
f.edback stimuli from them evoke positive aff.ctive stat ••• 
11 Sutherland, a physiologi.t using ablation t.chnique., has .tudied 
invertebrate learning in gr.at detail and has introduced (1964) his own 
lZ 
model of di.crimination learning. Krech has been one of the major 
workers r.cently .lucidating the anatomy and pharmacophy.iology of the 
m.mory trace. The molecular th.ory of the genetic control of l.arning 
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14 
mechanisms is well etated by Schmitt: 
It may be characterized thus: information vital to 
life can be stored, tranaferred, and retrieved in systems 
containing large polymerizing molecules, through the 
virtually limitless repetoire of structural variants 
available in the tertiary conformation of protein molecules, 
by specific recognition and catalytic properties these 
molecules can utili.e the information in the DNA and RNA 
and carry out the phylogenetic and ontogenetic instructions 
implicit in the DNA code ••• Allosteric modulations of 
repressor molecules probably playa a major role in adapt-
ing genetic function to physiological needs at each particular 
time and place during the development and life of the 
organism. 
The above attitude toward molecular modulation and repression 
is the baais of current speculation on memory and learning mechanisms. 
~. Experiments of Others 
This section is intended to cite briefly either techniques or the 
findings of othe'rs which provide a rationale for the work presented here. 
There has been no attempt made to be all-inclusive but rather I hope 
to show typical means by which the psychologist or the neurophysiologist 
tests his theories. 
14 Pavlov. Years before his celebrated demonstration of the 
salivary reflex conditioned by a buzzer associated with food, Pavlov 
showed the remarkable adaptability or pu.rposeful character of the 
salivary reflex to food. The physical and chemical qualities of the juice. 
as well as its quantity, are adapted to the physical or chemical characters 
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po •••••• d by the particular .ubstanc. initiatina the r.flex. He u •• d 
cl.an p.bbl •• , pebble. around to a powd.r, strona acid, chunks of 
m.at, biscuits, . ried and powdered meat, and milk. DiU.r.nt 
secretions w.re obtained for each, and they reflect respons •• aaua.d 
to the need in quality and quantity. Thi8 built-in adaptability of a 
central reflex i8 perhap8 8imilar to the adaptive chanae of motor 
pattern8 to aff.r.nt stimuli 8een in true learning. 
Thorndike. a In a typical experiment a hunary cat i8 confined to a 
box with a concealed mechanism operated by a latch. Escape is 
possible only by proper manipulation of the latchiq m.chanism. Th. 
fir.t trials are accompani.d by clawing, bitinl, .tc., b.for. the latch 
is moved. The •• cape lat.ncy (in .econd.) i. high. On .ucce.ding 
trials the lat.ncy b.com.s le.s, slowly and irr.gularly. This increm.nt 
suggests that the cat doe. not r.ally "catch on" to the manner of escape 
but learns it by the Iradual incorporation of correct r •• pon •• s and I or 
the r.moval of incorrect ones. 
Outhri •. 3 'In a .imilar probl.m box, the cat was fully ob8erved 
duriq the latency periods and its exact posture r.corded photographical-
lyas it activat.d the release. It was ob.erved that the cat learn. the 
method of •• cape in the first 8ucce •• ful trial and rep.ats what is 
•••• ntially the same solution time after time. The cat exhibit.d 
ster.otypy becau ••• tereotypy was a .ucc ••• ful solution. 
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Skinner. 4 Skinnerls experiments with schedules of reinforcement 
include fixed interval reinforcement, e. &,. reinforcement ia delivered 
at 3, 6, 9. or lZ-minute bateryals. It results in response rates that 
are proportional to the interval between reinforcements. the ahorter 
interval yielding more rapid responae rates, although each rate is 
relatively uniform for each interval. 
Koehler. 6 In a single-box situation, a reward, such as a banana, 
is attached to the top of the chimpanzee's cage, and the animal is 
supplied with a box which may aerve as a ladder if properly placed. 
Care was taken to prevent the problemls solution by direct imitation of 
others. And when the problem was mastered. an animal alone in a cage 
with box and banana would turn away from the fruit to .eek the box and 
to move it into position. This demonstrates the detour character of in .. 
sightful behavior. 
Briggs and Kitto. 15 Briggs and Kitto were amon. the first theorists 
to suggest that structural ch.anges occur within molecules during 
learning. and are re.pon.ible for memory and learDin •• 
8 ~. In .tudying memory imprinting, Hebb pre.ented verbally 
a .eri •• of digits. and the subject was a.ked to reproduce them in the 
same order. After the .ubject attempted one .erie.. the experimenter 
pre.ented & .econd .erie. and the .ubject forgot the preceding .erie. 
completely. He did not. however, confuse the two, but re.embled a 
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calculating machine, punching a .econd .et of number. and era.inl 
the preceding .et completely. 
Eccle •• 16 It is difficult to 180late any given experiment, but it 18 
imperative to mention h18 long contribution to neurophy.iology. His 
book, liThe PhysiololY of Synapses," is a .ine CJUA non oineuropbysiololY. 
11 
Sutherland. On evidence derived from experiments with 
cephalopod., Sutherland propo.ed a model of discrimination leaminl 
which compri. ed five levels, each with different function.. They are: 
(1) .timulus input, (a) analy •• r., (3) output., (4' re.pon •• attae.hment., 
and (5) r •• pon.... H. was able to locaU.e certain of these level. to 
discreet regions of the brain. H. believe. discrimination l.arning in-
volve. two separate proce •• es: learning to .witch in the aDaly.er 
who.e output. differentiate appropriate stimuU and lea.rnlna which 
re.pon.e i. be.t suited to tho.e output •. 
Kr.ch. 1a Since 1950, Krech hal .tudied the effects of environment 
on future lea miDI ability in rat.. Rat. liven enriched experience de· 
velop, in compari.on to restricted littermate., greater weight and 
thickness of cortical ti •• ue and an increa.e in total acetylcholine.tera.e 
activity of the cortex. Such rat. are Ie •• emotioD&.l and more intelligent. 
Agranoff. 17 By u.in, a hurdle ta.k in goleUi.h. he was able to show 
the deleterious .uecta of electroconvul.ive shock (ECS', 8-asaguanine 
and. puromycin on the proc ••••• of recent and perman.nt memory, and 
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to relate this with the uptake of labeled leucine into the brain, indicating 
a relationship between memory and protein synthesis. 
18 Lashley. Lashley pioneered the experimental demonstration of 
pharmacological activity in the nervous system. His studies of the 
effects of strychnine on the spinal cord directed attention to the importanc 
of the spinal cord in the modulation of behavior. 
B. PRESENT STATUS OF LEAltNlNG AND MEMORY THEORY 
1. Mechaniams 
Contrary to Thorndike. who~felt learning varied only in degree, 
19 . 
Bitterman baa ShOWD ,that there are real and qualitative difference. 
in types of tnteutaence among phylogenetically different apecies. By 
means of habit reversal techniques. he was able to show qualitative 
difference in intelligence among monkeys. rats, pigeona. turtle. and 
flah. Many worker. bave described learning in other phyla. In 
chordates intelligence i. as soclated with the cerbral cortex and the 
species of animal with the moat complicated cortex are in general the 
most intelligent; and when the cortex i. damaged through disease or 
accident. intelligence is abaent. too. 
Only the centrally implemented ANS refl.es can be conditioned 
(Gantt a 0,. and the prevalent opinion today (Oaddum. Zl Eccle. l6) is that 
the seat of learned renexes is in the cortex, whereas the brain stem is 
the aeat of consciousness. 
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The mechanism of learnina may be a molecular adaptation within cells 
to their environment, which results in an altered cellular reactivity to 
some stimuli and differential reactivity to the others. Thus the present 
status of learning theories is built1 on a foundation of biochemistry. The 
work of Krech1Z and his group is illustrative. By focudng on the pos .. 
sible ana.tomical change. of environmentally controlled animals they 
have first shown changes in the weight of brain tissue, and secondly in 
the specific activity of certain ensymes. The molecular basis of learn .. 
ing is abo under investigation via protein synthesis (Agranoff17), 
Z2 genetics (King and Weisman ), and anatomical and hematological 
changes (King and Eleftheriou Z3) 
• 
The factors controlling the spread of impulses through a nerve net 
24 have been analyzed by Beurle (1957). His model, simple compared 
with what must occur in living brains. is presented here. A neuron is 
affected by impuls.s arriving at synapses on the dendrites and cell 
body. Each impulse causes a local change often involving partial de-
polarization of the membrane (a post-synaptic potential). When a 
certain threshhold is attained, there is a short delay known as the 
operating time (T 0.5 msec), after which the cell rapidly depolarizes and
an 
all-or-none impulse passe. down the axon, followed by the refractory 
period. The branch.s of each neuron act on a large number of synapses 
in other neurons and the rate at which the concentration of the •• cells 
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fall. off with their distance (d) from the original cell may be expressed 
as a function of the activity a.t any given place (x) and, the time (t), 
which is measured by (F), the proportion of ceUs becoming active per unit 
time. The rate at which impulses arrive at secondary cells depends on 
the total activity in the neighborhood and is calculated by integrating a 
function of (F) with respect to both (x) and (t). The size of the wave (M) 
of activity passing through the cell. is equal to the proportion of all the 
ceUs used during its passage. Beurle suggested there were two kinds 
of nerve fibers -- (E) and (I) -- which are of opposed function and are 
responsible for uncontrolled (M) waves. The (E) fibers increase (M) by 
subthre.hhold stimulation and the (I) fibers cause actual discharges of 
cells and so produce areas of refractory nerve nets. This theory is a 
more elegant expression of the same idea proposed by Hebb. 
Memory may be classed al to its sensory source (auditory, visual, 
kinesthetic) or its permanence (recent or remote, momentary or fixed). 
In reference to the persbtence of memory, the first hypothetical stage 
is the"short-term memory." Broadbent25 concluded that there must be 
a filter which selects one signal (input' for attention before either of 
other stimuli reach the place where memory takes place. There is some 
evidence that the frontal lobes play some part during the first few 
seconds in fixing patterns in the brain (Jacobsen). 26 Memories may 
become fixed during the next 20 seconds (Malmo). 27 The surface 
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Z8 positive discharge studied by Burns may last 0.5 to 5 seconds and 
spreads throughout the slab of cortex in one layer of cells, and it has 
been suggested that this electric change due to the initial spread of 
sensory patterns is responsible for immediate memory. Reverberating 
circuits may playa part in the further fixation. 
The second hypothetical state of memory dependa on the ability of 
the cortex to recapitulate the past. This process may be aided ~y 
proprioceptive reflexes and feed.back from the sense organs, i. e., one 
pattern provides the proprioceptive response which is the CS for the 
next pattern. 
Plastic nerve net8 are unsuited for the prolonged storage of memories. 
There must be some mechanism by which a record is kept ill the brain of 
the tran8ient patterns which have formed in neural network. The amount 
of information is very large and is stored in 80me form of code. This 
code is chemical and depends on the structure of specific proteins 
13 (Schmitt). or of molecules of RNA, which might then determine the 
structure of specific proteins. The gross difference between two 
memories is analogous to the differences among cells; that is. every 
cell in the brain may be antigenically different from every other cell. 
Long-term memories could perhaps be roused by the release of suitable 
antibodies by some cells which would impose the appropriate pattern 
through effects on other cells. The acttial stores of memories could 
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be kept in code as molecules of protein or of RNA; but it i8 difficult to 
postulate how this code is formed. It is Ukely to be a slow process 
and involved only in long-term memories. The anatomical location of 
long-term memory may lie in the temporal lobe (Penfield). 29 
The structural changes relative to memory may be intracellular or 
intercellular. The intracellularists feel that the secret lies in the 
nucleoproteins (Gaito, 1961).30 The intercellularists assume that a 
synaptic mechanism underlies all the theories to date. Eccles 16 
feels that activation of synapses increases their efficacy by some en-
during change in their fine structure; and post-synaptic inhibitory 
action is far more powerful and prolonged in higher centers than in the 
spinal cord. Presumably. inhibition would be concerned in the 
repressions of irrelevant responses. For example, strychnine acts 
directly at inhibitory synapses (pg. 191) to suppress them. This may 
explain its facilitation of motor conditioning when given in small (sub-
convulsive) doses. When we consider the possible mechanism of action 
of Magnesium Pemoline, we will again refer to memory storage and 
fixation and enzymatic activity. 
Perhaps the inter- and intracellular views are not mutually 
exclusive. Schmitt13 feels that the primary role of molecular recogni-
tion of coded information stored in the macromolecules of the brain 
cells is expressed in the protein-protein molecular recog-nition in the 
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membrane. of the axonal terminals and dendritic receptors. Thi. could 
conceivably be altered by changes in RNA that produce new or different 
protein complexes within the cell. and at the cell borders. It is im-
portant here to recall that the endoplasmic reticulum forms a com-
munication between the nucleus and the cell membrane. It is a technical 
problem at present to study the effect. of RNA on memory and learning, 
31 
as shown by Cohen and Baronde., because RNA and it. degradation 
products are almost completely excluded from the brain by the blood 
brain barrier. 
Z. Animals (except mice) u.ed by others in experimental research 
By far the greatest number of experiment. have employed rats. 
Krech and hi. colleagues have regularly released the findings of their 
experiments in the Brain Chemistry and Behavior Re.earch Newsletter, 
as well a. the standard journals. They have dealt with .train differences, 
(3Z, 33, 34) littermate behavioral studies, (35, 36) and especially the 
chemical and anatomical changes resultant from blindne.s(S7, 41) and 
environmental complexity and training. (38, 39, 40, IZ, 4Z, 43, Others 
have also studied strain differences 44 and chemical change. in rat 
(45,46) 
brains with learning. Rats selected for high and low rates of 
avoidance conditioning, 47 pw1ialune~t, 48 stimulus generalization, 49 
and extinction, SO have been studied. Also rats have been used in 
studies involving the effects of hypothermia on learning,S 1 and maze 
\ 
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learning, even without running. 52 
Behavioral dnllIg studies of learning in rats have encompas.ed almost 
all varieties of psychoactive compounds: seda~ves, 53 tranquilizers, 
(54,55,.56) cholinomimetics, (57,58) anticholinomimetics, (59, 60) CNS 
stimulants, (61, 62, 63, 64) hallucinogens, (58, 65) morphine, 66 RNA 
preparations31 and brain extracts. 67 Some bave correlated their be-
havioral data with chemical analyses. 68 
Invertebrates such as insects, (69, 70) worms, (71, 72, 73) 
planaris. (74, 75, 76) and octOpi(77. 78. 79) have been used and exemplify 
simple learning models. Sutherland and his group, workin, with 
OctOJN;S vulgaris, have been especially productive. 
Many vertebrates bave been studied: fish, (80, 81, 82) turtles, 
(83,84,85) birds(86,87) and marsupials, (88) in addition to the better 
known mammals, such as dogs, 89 cats, 11 monkeys, 90 and humans. 
(91,92) 
Bitterman bas compiled a table of learning that characterize. 
specte. as being either rat-like or fish-like, 19 and strongly advocates 
the validity of studying many types of animals. It 1. much easier, how-
ever, to adapt learning tasks (and derive usable data from the experimeu. 
to simple learners than to more complex organisms. 
3. Mice used by others in behavioral research 
Mice bave proven to be as satisfactory as rats as experimental 
animals for varied experiments. Along with ethological species 
much ...... rch baa De •• em the 1earai .. Ie mice. (a) Fol' example 
the aeaetic. of l .. rniDl ia mice have been rev •• liaa. U.laa't.x atralD' 
of irabl'" mic., Thl •••• a 9) concluded tbat th ••• aotype .eta the limit. 
be ".aulat" inde .. a.e.tly. How.ver. denalty of population acted. ia 
the aame directloa aad ia • ,roport!o ... 1 m ..... r for all a.aot.". •• 
94 
Kim",ra aad Crow d.e.cdbect three matia, teelu:.dA&lles for tile avoldaace 
of lnbr .. din,. aDd advocated the tta. of the ayatem wlalch hal the 
amalleat drift variaace at aay ,eDeradOll. Bi'l1ell '5 ba •• hOWll tbat 
hybriD are Ret aimply more vlaorou, tlaaa their ,. ... ata. bu.t they have 
the adYa.ta.e of aome traU •• howtna laetero.ia while other •• how iater .. 
me.U_c:y la iDheritallc:.. Intermecl1ate iDla.rltance 1. characteristic of 
trait. which do not cODfer a •• llctive aeIYaDaae, w'bile h.t.rotic le-
Illrltaac. occur. lD trait. which ael been ... bj.ct.d to .ele.tioa. 
Collla.96 clemoutratecl tJaat tile atrala of tlM parent. c •• iura},1,. 
aUlct.d the 1 .... 11 of perfol'maace of F 1 cro..... aad the overall mode 
of iaheritaace of avoidance coaditioai .. ia FIero ....... 4ombaaat. 
au heterotic. :aeporte from the Jack •• Memorial Laboratory iadic.te 
that EEO varlet a. a fuDctlon of .tl'aia, aDeI corl'e'poacla more to meate 
91 behavior patter .. thaD to ,1'0" ... tomical cliffer.ace., a.,.atla. a 
r.1atiouJUp betw •• n EEO aad motor luactlOll, aad YO""I' aaimala are 
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more sensitive to the effects of Actinomycin D than were older or mature 
animals, 98 suggesting that learning is related to genetics and develop-
mente Feral mice tend to show greater spontaneous activity which is 
persistent even though unrewarded, and which is felt 99 to be causally 
related to their better performance in expoloration, learning. running 
and climbing situations. 
One of the great advantages of using mice in behavioral analyses 
is the feasibility of studying both wild and laboratory strains. ThiB 
behavioral comparison is not as easily made with other types of animals 
such as rats or monkeys. 
(b) Social and environmental factors have also received study. 
100 101 Investigations have included social stress, social reinforcement, 
\ critical infantile periods, (102,103,104.105) initial contact with strong 
stimuli. 106 activity rates as social phenomena, 107 modification of be-
havior by rearing mice with rats, 108 and other behavioral differences 
"between lines or strains of mice. (109. 110) Williams and Scott 11 1 
describe the very earliest perceivable appearance of learning and social 
behavior during the transition period. days 5 to 11 inclusive, between 
the infantile and juvenile periods. 
(c) Drug studies with mice are numerous. Emlen has stressed the 
fact that their validity depends in part on the time of ac:lminiatration, 112 
since circadian rhythm has considerable influence on the rate of 
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recovery from certain drugs. Tedeschi et al113 demonstrated the 
usefulness of mice in differentiating the effecta of specific drugs. 
showing that Meprobamate was un'ique in suppres Sing fighting behavior 
while exhibiting only a mild degree of anticonvulsant activity and mUd 
depression of spontan.ous activity. Zemp et al observed the incr.a.ed 
incorporation of radioactiv. uridine into RNA isolat.d from brain 
nuclei and brain ribosomes, with no accompanying incr.a.e in liv.r 
or kidn.y RNA. in trained mice. 114 They po.tulated a probable role 
for RNA aynthesi8 as the molecular baeta of learning. Furthermore. 
115 
Puromycin wa. fo~d to adversely affect both memory and protein 
synthe.iI. Everett(llo. 117) cla.sified mice according to their 
catecholamine level. above and below the values of untreated mice with 
normal activity.. By mean. of monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAO!'s) 
both alone and in combination with deoxyphenylalamine (DOPA). he 
produced a scale of graded increase. in alertn.... re.pon.iveness, 
irritability and allr ••• iv.neas. and correlated it with the incr.aaing 
degree of MAO inhibition, and the concomitant increa.e of the catechol 
amine., including both dopamine and norepinephrine. ScuddelllS has al.o 
studied .imilar behavio.ral modalities. Meier119 demonstrated the sup-
pre.sive effect of-phy.iological .aline .olution. upon activity in mice, im-
plicating a. key variable. the ionic balance and the relative volume of the 
injection •• And McKeever1ZO showed microscopically the difference. in 
si.e. and cell proportion. of various endocrine gland. between the .exes. 
C. PHARMACOLOGY OJ" I..EAiiilNG AND MEMORY 
1. Varlablea ad M.e.aiama of Actioa 011 LearaiD, aa Exem,U.lt.ct 
by DN.a 
Druaa may ...... c. th.health of aD aaimallrom 0 •• aua.ria, from 
a deficiency atate, 121 di ... ae .tate or •• nUlty.92 aael tIlereby ma, 
affect learaiaal or oth.r action. aot OIl the e.atral •• rvoua • .,.tem may 
112 
aff.ct behavior. C.rar. i. aa example. Th •• 'pUlcaac. to tb..ory 
of the eftecta of a .i .. a ..... on lunda. aact m.mory a.peDd.a oa wh.th.r 
the primary actioa of the ..... ia oa the .. ec.ptor or ell.ctor ayatema or 
.. the CNS. Aa., eN, that .a oaly peripheral effect. may cau. aa 
ladi"~t alteratioD lD the CNS fuetion by modifylal i.,..t to the eNS. 
Sn,:w'el' aad lUclaardaon haYe allowa til. ieJdbltloa of leal'Diq , .. ochte.a 
123 by .1oa.op'hal'YDlectom" la the mou..C.a.era.ly. aay ..... _tell 
hu • .., c.atral effecta CD ~r"c. alt.nti .. a 1. ,.11.,..1'&1 •• l"¥'CMla 
a"atern f'tlllCtlOil beca.a. of th. 1 ••• r&1 cIomiuac. of the CNS. Fo .. 
eample. if a dn, •• KIa aa •• l'OtoalJl.lacl' ........ c.ptol' .... Ubity, 
part to tile va...,... lateDatty 0 ..... Uty 01 ia",t lato the CNS. Oa tile 
otIlel' haDel. if a 41"1. .ucla ... trye....... t. kaowa to ealaaac. t1ae 
ta leanata, woulel .. elat. cll .. ectly to the or,aa1aati •• of tIM eNS itaelf. 
Amelll the lb.t paychoactl.e cUqa 4iacoy ... e. to aff.ct HlaaYiOI' 
... a etlta..llol 01' pel'ba,. marl.hu .... 
--
Both of th.se 4.,..s .". clo ......... at .. ctioa whlcll may v .... ., amoa. 
tadl:riduals. This poiats up tbe po •• 'bl. importaac. of do ..... 1.".". 
The choie. of .. do •• ,e 1.".1 of ... yclt_eUv. dNa sometime. i.e bas.ct 
OIl detenniraatlcma made in • .,ma other labor .. tory where th. stl'aia aad/o .. 
• peei •• of aaimala i. dilf ..... t. DiU.r.at .tl'a1ll. ca. va .. y , .... tty ift 
•••• tUftty to .. noaa d ... ,.. fa til •• ame .tr.u., the DeltaYi.,..! effect 
01 .. d .... c ... be compl.tely cUff.reat, cl .... a .. oa the d ••• ,_ e1\o ... ; 
for exampla. Stratt ... ael Petriaoricla1J4 .V. I'eportecl tUt tile .aect 
of p, ... namia •• D dae rate 01 alley-mase 1eama, de .. ad. oa the 
do.a,. 1 • .,..1. Small •••• Itaya DO eff.ct OR l ..... a'a._ la .. , ... doa •• 
..... c. lear...... aa4 .tUI larl." do ••• dt .... pt le.ni.,. 
It ,. DOW widely ""OIala •• that Irea' ca.utio!} mut be .ant ... 
ft.a , .. anliat .. from .1t1aer plaarm.eolo,ieal or "ha'riol'al l'a.v.1t. 
obtalatt41 from oaly .. e .peci... Less wiela1, I'ecot*ed, howeve ... al'. 
tile l •• s obYiov.. bat .. ...uy important cU.Uel'.ac •• wlalek exl.t bet .. ea 
.trala. of the .ame .peci •• , •• 1-, Peroml!C1il. maalc\\la •• 8al .. dU 
&ad P.I'Om!!c!y maaiC1llata. IneUi., aael the cla11y fiuctv.atlou of .. 
111 
.pecl •• 0' .tl'ata la dn, .... lti.viti ••• 
A ........ pitfall ia "_'rionl 1' .... l'ch 1. dl •• oclattea. Dl •• ociatio. 
ia tIM co.ulitioa ill which _Wta 1 ........ 'by &abna1. t.a a .NII ••• tate d.o 
aot tl'aufar to tlae ..... al •• te, lNt CaA bit evok.d a,aill wk ....... the 
115 
aaimal i. 4N..... It rn".t alwa.,.. b. wateh.c:t I.,. 
As discussed above (see Chapter I, Section B)memory storage 
involves processes which are active for some time after the termination 
(24 126) 8 
of an experience.' Hebb's proposal is that short-term memory 
is based on transient neuronal activities, such as graded de potentials 
or reverberations in networks of ceUs t and more lasting memory is 
based on further changes initiated or produced by these transient 
neuronal activities. eNS stimulants and depressants might be expected 
to exert dWerent effects on learning by directly modifying the specific 
activities involved in the formation of permanent traces. The hypothesis 
that memory storage involves RNA and protein synthesis depends on 
1;.:.7 
chan,es in elUlyme concentrations in brain ceUs. _ The recent 
evidence of Krech' group38 re,arding brain acetylcholinesterase 
activity supports this hypothesis. 
Mechanisms of action important in psychopharmacology include: 
(1) regulation of enzymatic activity, e.g., physostigmine: (2) alterations 
in protein synthesis, e.g., puromycin and actinomycin; (3) meta'Polic 
state, e. g. t thiamine deficiency; and (4) modification of synaptic 
transmission, e.g., strychDine, scopolamine, etc. 
A functional or behavioral classification of drug effects on learDing 
may be formulated on a stimulation-inhibition basis, as discussed by 
McGough and Petrinovich. 138 (See Table n Sometimes the appearance 
of an agent in both impairment and facilitation groups may appear 
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confusing. e.g •• cholinomimetics. This results from the variables 
noted above. 
Z. Pemoline 
Pemoline, 5 .. phenyl-Z-imino-4-oxo-oxazolidine. was originally 
mauufactured by the reaction: '-Bromphenylacetate + urea (dry) 
---+, ... Bromphenylacetouride + Pemoline. It is slightly soluble 
in water and the usual organic solvents. and has a melting point of 
o lZ9 
Z56 C. It was manufactured by more cDllventional chemical methods 
, 130 
in 1913. and was termed phenyUsohyc1antoin at that time. Pemoline 
, 
is a stable, powdery, white crystal when dry. Little is known about 
absorption rates, metabolic utilisation or excretion of Pemoline. It 
is readily absorbed from the 01 tract. 
The magnesium salt of Pemoline is pharmacologically classed as 
a mild CNS stimulant, and is devoid of sympathomimetic effects. 
131 Schmidt reported it had no effect on circulation, could abolish the 
effects of minimal anesthesia and stimulated appetite in his volunteers. 
Although normal respiration was little affected by the drug. morphine-
depres.ed re.piration was strongly stimulated. He reported small tox-
lcity and no addiction; and the drug appeared to be directly more 
effective if the subject were tired (" ••• umso deutlicher. je staerker elie 
Ermuedunl war •••• ). Lienert1Z9 using a total dose of 10 mg reported 
that Pemoline: (1) increased comprehensive performance more than 
d less sub ective effects' 
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(3) lowered performance at higher doses. and (4) was more effective 
in fatigued subjects. 
132. Glaaky and Simon presented evidence that there was 
preferential stimulation of true .. RNA polymerase over pseudo-RNA 
polymerase in rat brain homogenatea. at a dose of Pemoline of 2.0 mg/kg 
IP. In the fresh preparation true-RNA polymerase/pseudo-RNA polymer-
ase ratio; was approximately 1. OJ but this ratio approached 6.0 when a 
dose of 2.0 mg/kg Magnesium Pemoline was admini8tered for 2.4 houra 
in vitro. 
133 
Plotnikoff haa demonstrated an enhanced acquisition rate and 
retention of aCDnditioned avoidance performance in rats treated with S. 
10, and 2.0 mg/kg doses orally of Magnesium Pemoline. These doses 
gave no stimulation of spontaneous motor activity. This was in contrast 
to metamphetamine and methylphenidate effects. Plotnikoff134 alao 
showed that animals treated with 5. 10 and 2.0 mg/Jr.g IP of Magnesium 
Pemoline recovered fast~r from retrograde amnesia of electroshock 
e!fects and regained jump-out behavior to pre .. shock levels in a dose-
response relation.hip. He postulated that mapesium pemoline is 
perhaps preventing the depletion phenomenon of ECS by accelerating 
nucleic acid synthesis. 
More recently. several reports have appeared in the literature 
which have questioned the usefulness of Magnesium Pemoline in en-
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hancing 135 . learning and memory. Smith reported that the per-
formance of human subjects given Magnesium Pemoline was inferior 
to that of control subjects given a placebo in a double-blind study 
which employed drugs levels of 25 mg and 31.5 mg total dose. The 
only statistically significant effects suggested that the 37.5 mg dose 
was deleterious to verbal and motor learning in normal, adult men 
(p 0.01). Beach and Kiblb1!l136 found that Pemoline caused less 
change in activity level and a more sustained response to a buzzer in 
treated rats than tragacanth-treated controls. The treated animals had 
shorter average response latencies, and no significantly changed reten-
tion. The 20 mg/kg dose caused in general longer response latencies. 
\ 
Drugged rat. did not avoid a foot shock more often than control rats. 
Beach and Kimble decided that this alteration in responsivity and in 
activity level could account for the shorter latencies of Pemoline 
treated rata. 
137 Burns et ale stated from their studies on human volunteers that 
the higher the dose of Pemoline, the slower the mean rate of learning. 
138 Morris et ale measuring the content of RNA in rat brain homogenates 
and calculating the specific activity of the RNA were unable to find any 
statistically significant increase of either the RNA content of the brain 
, 3 
or the incorporation in vivo of H -uridine into brain RNA in treated 
animals or contrde. 
139 
Frey and Polidora studied the effects of a ZO mg/kg intraperitoneal 
dose of Magnesium Pemoline on avoidance conditioning in rats in an 
" 
apparatus similar to the one employed by Plotnikoff. Their results 
were on rats designated" slow learners" by _Plotnikoff and found to 
freeze in response .. the jump-out apparatus. Although the rate of 
acquisition was generally increased by Magnesilm Pemoline, the 
absolute magnitude of the facilitatory effect of the drug was directly re-
lated to the amount of freezing behAvior each shock condition produced. 
The administration of the drug before acquisition training had no effect 
, , 
upon retention when the level of initial learn!:g was controlled. 
Plotnikoff (personal communication) has agreed with thh finding which 
was due to the stimulus parameters used by Frey and Polidora. 
140 . Talland and McGuire have recently reported poor results using 
Pemoline in learning and memory tasks for humans. However. their 
study is poorly controlled and statistically weak. 
~ 
Maga •• ium Pemoline appears to be a drug with dhputed behavioral· 
activity and unproven biochemical effects. Continued work on this drug 
is presented in this paper. 
CHAPTER II 
EQUIPMENT, ANIMALS, AND EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
A. INTRODUCTION: PURPOSE OF THE PRESENT STUDY 
. The purpose of the present study is to explore the interganart.c 
effects of Magnealum Pemoline on learning behavior in mice. By 
choosing strains and genera which are dissimilar in their modes of 
social and adaptive behavior and which differ in their undrugged 
performance in the climbing screen, I intend to explore further the 
behavioral effects of this drug. 
B. EQUIPMENT 
An automated avoidance conditioning climbing screen was built. 
It was constructed of plexiglas and consisted of a series of inclined 
runways (DI-I, Fig. 1) which connect by means of solenoid-operated 
gates (j) with small chambers (Al-S, Fia. 1). Each runway. inclined 
at an angle of 3So, was 12-in. long and 3-in. wide. Each base 
chamber was 3" x Z" X 3". The floor of the base chamber and of the 
runways was composed of 2012-12 gauge bus-bar wire fastened I/8-in. 
apart forming grids (d. also Bourgault et al .• 1963);141 The grids 
of the base cluunbers as well as the four divisions of each runway 
could be electrified separately. 
The programming controls consisted of elapsed time meters 
reading in tenths of a second (Bl-S and CI-S, Fig. 1) suitable delay 
timers (E. F .• 0, H.I) which allow the operator to set up a time schedule. 
and stimulus parameters. Two timers served to set the time a mouse 
must remain in a base chambeJ." (E and F); two other timeJ."s were used 
to ~et the time inteJ."val between openina of a base chambeJ." dooJ." and 
the OCCltrrence of shock in the base chamber floor (0 &t H). A seledoJ." 
~witch (1) was employed for varying the stimulus parameters, the speed 
of the distributor which randomized the shocking current to the grid 
floor could also be controlled. Ten elapsed time meters (B &t C) were 
calibrated in tenths 01. a second; they were activated by the passage of a 
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mou.e through light beam. which impinged on photocell. near the doorway. 
to and from each chamber. The.e meters provided a record of the time 
spent by the mouse in each ba.e chamber ("ba.e timelt ) as well as of the 
rate at which the mou.e climbed from Dne chamber to the next 
("climbing timesU ). 
The circuitry for the avoidance conditioning climbing screen is 
shown in Figure ~. and baa been de.cribed in detaU etaewhere. 
The entire machine Wa. operated on a 60 cycle/.econd, 110 volt 
current. 
In a typical experiment, the .timulu. parameter. were set at 1. 3 
ma, 800 V; the two interval. until the moment the chamber exit gate 
opened and from that moment until the grid .hock was applied were .et 
at 60 .ec. and 5 sec., respectively_ The mou.e was placed in the 
lowe.t chamber, the cycle initiated, and the exit gate open.d 60 second. 
lat.r; the chamber floor .hock was applied to the four runway .ections 
at ten •• cond interval. per .ection. Immediately, when the animal 
entered the next ba.e chamber, the entrance gate closed behind it and 
the cycle was repeated. As a linear .erie. of five chamber. alternated 
with five ramp., a total of ten reading. repre.enting the progre •• of 
conditioning were derived from a .illlie trial. The experiment entailed 
ten con.ecutive trials for each mouse of each of three groups for .ach 
of the genera or .train.. For a typical group, ten mice, each proc •••• d 
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ten times through the machine. gave 1,000 readings for analysis, 500 
base times a.nd 500 climbing times. 
C. MICE 
The mice employed in the present study include three strains of 
~ musculus (M.m. C57Bl/6J, M.m. CF .. I. and M.m. "Mbsouri"), 
Microtus ochrogaster. Onychomys leucogaster, Perognathus penici1latus 
and Peromy.cus maniculatus. Of these. <tile domestic and feral straina:. 
of ~ are well known to the behavioral fieldP4Z, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 
148,149) They are ,enerally docile and readily adaptable to laboratory 
situations. Mus musculus C57Bl/6J is a timid and avoiding inbred 
- "-
strain. which is slightly more intelligent (Scudder et al.) 150 than 
Mu. musculus CF-I. aD aagre •• lve inbred strain. MU8 muaculus 
- - -----
"Missouri". a feral strain, is a good. avoidance animal with good per-
formance and learning. 
Microtus ochro,aster (the meadow vole) ia a large and heavy 
animal which was shown to be a poor learner in a previous paper from thia 
150 151 laboratory (Scudder et al.). This genus is found in sparsely 
covered a.reas, underloe. a soeial female/male-dominant/male-subordinate 
15Z interaction when exposed to crowdina without sufficient water. and cloes 
153 
not derive a beneficial effect from supplemental food in either greatly 
increasing ita number. or preventing decreases in number.. It shows 
154 
in the laboratory enhaneed fertility with green plant extract. either 
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sprouted wheat or acetone-ether extracts of sprouted wheat. 153 which 
effect cells in the anterior pituitary gland. Microtus ochrogaster is a 
hoarding communal specie •• 
Onychomys leuco,aster (the Northern Gras.hopper moule) was first 
155 described in detaU by Bailey. It is a carnivorous, insectivorous 
animal which is not colonial but is readily lociable. It will seldom 
fight members. of the lame species and will either submit well to 
~aptivity or make violent attempts at escape. Clark156 noted that. as 
an alternative to allression, it would cease attacking, ,0 on the defensive, 
or withdraw into catatonic immobility. Alaression was strongly in-
fluenced by learning. Ruffer described the male .. female social order 
in its burrow_digginl157 and features of its behavioral development. 158 
Ruffer159 haa also studied its interaction with other species. showing 
that it has numerous violent encounters with other animals until a 
dominant .. subordiute relationship i. estabUshed after which it can be very 
160 
sociable. Schmidt-Nte18en and Haines reported on the survival effects 
of group social order of theae mice when exposed to water restriction. 
Onychomys leucopster, a carnivorous rodent from the Western States; 
with its range 04 response from allre.sion to catatonia, waa previously 
noted not to learn avoidance (Scudder et al.). 1 SO 
Perognathus has received little study. Tucker has performed 
161,162 
experiments on itl oxygen consumption and torpor, and 
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150 . Scudder et ale .. ve employed it in behavioral analyses. It is a jumpy, 
timid and feral mouse which has not yet reproduced in our laboratory, 
and 18 consequently always a wild animal in all our experiments. This 
genus has been studied in most detaU in reference to serotonin levels and 
radiation resistance. Perol_thus penicillatus is a solitary form captul'ed 
in Northern Arizona. 
P. m. Bairdii is both a feral animal and one that has been hllhly in-
bred in the laboratory. We have used an inbred P. m. Bairdii in the 
present study. Terman showed that the factors controllinllaboratory 
163 populations of Pemmyscus are basically behavioral, which means 
that our data may not correlate with that derived from recently captured 
animals. Olgivie and Stinson report that P. m. Bairdii prefers a low mean 
ambient temperature and 'hows a large amount of variance in its responses 
142 164 Bronson and Clarke have noted the relationship between the 
adrenals and coat color in thes. mice, and McKeever's study of other 
120 165 
endocrine glands ha, already been cited. Wecker demonstrated 
that the choice of field enviroament by P. m. Bairdii'" normally pre· . 
determined by heredity, but confiaement to the laboratory for 12 to 20 
generations results in an apparent reduction of the hereditary control 
over the habitat selection response: and laboratory mice retained the 
innate capacity to utUi.e early field expertence in learning to respond 
to stimuli as.ociated with the -environment. Emlen showed the importance 
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of a circadian rhythm in this subspecies. 112. The ecology of Peromyscus 
. 166 167 has been investigated. by Rawson and Hartline and King et al. 
Species and subspecies studies have been conducted by Dice and Clark168 
and by Wolf et al. 169 Wolf showed that P. m. IraciUs, a semia.rboreal 
subspecies in its natural habitat. learned a response more environmentally 
adaptable for the organism more rapuy, and this response was more 
resistant to extinction and less susceptible to suppression by drugs. In 
contrasting P. m. Bairdii with P. m. Iraci11s. King 170 demonstrated 
further that P. m. Bairdii matured more rapici1y and was better able to 
employ experience in the avoidance conditionin, situations. Kina and 
171 Eleftheriou have compared it to P. m. Iractli8. P. m. Bairdii was 
described. as a wild. timid and jumpy creature no matter what amount of 
hanci1in. it received, and it exlliblted spontaneous activity more than 
P. m. gracilis. but was a poorer animal for conditioning experiments, and 
146 it tended to adapt by becoming more emotional. Bronson and Eleftheriou 
studied the density. subordination, and social timidity of Peromyacus with 
172. 
an interacting Mus musculus stram. King bas also demonstrated the 
interrelationships influenCing later behavior by maternal reactioDB during 
development. Brant and Kavanau 173 and Kava.nau 17 4 noted that when 
given no other alterD&tive. Peromyscus will quickly explore a maze 
which they had previously avoided. and a180 that exploration, learning, 
and running are s.lf -rewardin. activities in this specles. 
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All mice except tenus Perognathus were known to be between 
thirty and sixty days of age. Since Perognathus waa captured in 
Al'izona, and uaed within one week of arrival, no accurate agea were 
known. All mice were fed on atandardized Purina peUet diet, and 
were given acce.s to food and water ad libitum prior to testing in the 
machine. The nature of the machine and the testing schedule precluded 
access to ei;ther food or water for the duration of the test, a one-
hour period. 
Variance in weight was a genetic factor and large differences 
{2.0 gma) noted only in Microtus and Perolnathus. Within a genus or 
strain weight varied little. Some mice weighed relatively little 
(M.m. C57Bl/6J - ... 10-12. gms.), and others were large and heavy 
(Microtus and Perolnathus .- 40+ gms.). All mice were housed in 
o 
a constant temperature room at 2.5 C, and were tested at an ambient 
D. DRUGS 
A saline control of animale randomly chos en from the population 
was run for each genus or strain. The saline solution was a commercial 
preparation 0.9"10 NaCI and distilled water mixture. a new vial opened 
each day and the solution kept in an air-tight jar between injections. 
The dose was calculated to be equivalent in volume to the Pemoline solu-
tions used, on a 10 cc/kg volume to weight basis. Two doses of 
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Magnesium Pemoline (Cylert). were employed: 3 mg/ka. and 1~ mg/kg. 
These doses represent an intermediate and a moderately high dose. 
Other investigators have employed higher levele (Plotnikofi, Glasky), 
while others have used lower levels (Lienert). In our laboratory, 
preliminary tests in the climbing screen using M. m. CF -1 animals 
provided a pilot study on dose effects. 
E. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
Each animal was weilhed, injected, and given fifteen minutes in 
isolation, with food and water ad libitum, before testing in the climbing 
screen. The mouse was placed in the first ba.se chamber to begin 
the first trial. The Pemoline treated animals wore chosen in a random 
fashion from stock. Times of administration were also randomi.ed to 
avoid a circadian rhythm-drug interaction. All tests were run between 
ll:OO PM and 9:00 P. M, seven days per week. Mice from all twenty-
one groups (seven strains or genera, three drul categories' were run 
at random each day. Analysis of the data was performed on a 16Z0 
I. B. M. Computor ••• 
• We are deeply indebted to Dr. N. Plotnikoff. Dept. of Neuro-
pharmacology, Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, for our supply of 
Cylert. 
•• We are indebted to the Dept. of Biostatistics, Veterans Administra-
tion Hospital, Hines, nlinois, for the use of the computor. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESULTS 
A. A VERAOE BASE TIMES 
The average amount of time spent by each group in all the base 
chambers for all ten trials is shown in Figure 3. Among the controls. 
the three Mus strains spent less than any of the other genera, and 
-
Microtus and Peropthus spent more time. The order from the least 
avera,e amount to the greatest average amount of time spent in the 
base chambers is as follows: Saline -- M. m. CF-l, M. m. Mo., 
*. m. C57Bl/6J t OnY2omyst Peromyscus, Microbu and Peroethus; 
Pemoline 3 mg/kl .... Microtus, M. m. Mo., M. m. CF-l, Peromyscus, 
M.m. C57Bl/6J. Onlchomys and Peroluthu.; Pemoline lZ mg/kg --
M.m. Mo., Microtus, M.m. CS7Bl/6J, M.m. Cr-l, Onychomyst 
Peroeathus and Peromyscus. The leaa:tmean ba.e times were those of 
M. m. Mo. and Microtus, each with Pemoline lZ mg/klf whU. the lonlest 
me ... bal. time. were those of Peropthus both saline controls and 
Pemoline 3 ml/kg. 
Relarding the chan •• in performance of the animals when treated 
with Pemoline, one notes that five of the s even had poorer base tim.s 
with the 3 mg/kg dose than with saline, whU. five bad better base tim.s 
with the lZ mg/ks dose than with saline. The two with better base tim.s 
with the 3 m.lks dose were Microtus and Peromyscus, and the two with 
,....- . 
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poorer base times with the 12 ma/kg dose were Mom. CF-l and 
Peromyacus. 
B. AVERAGE CUMBING TIMES 
The average amount of time apent by each group in all the climbing 
acreena for all ~n trials 18 sltown in Figure 4. Among the controla, 
the three Mua straina had. ahort climbing timea and. Microtus had the 
-
longest climbing time. The order from least to greateat mean amount 
of time apent clbnbina ia aa follows, Saline -- M. m. Mo •• 
M.m. C57Bl/6J. Onychomya, M.m. CF-l. Perognathus, Peromyacua 
and Microtus; Pemoline 3 rna/ka -- Onychomys, M.m. Mo., 
M.m. C57Bl/6J, Mom. CF ... l. Peromyacus, Microtus and 
PerojD&thua; Pemoline 12 mg/kg -. M.m. Mo., Perognathus, 
M. m. C57BI/6J. M. m. CF-l, Onychomya, Microtus and Peromyacus. 
The ahort~st mean climbina time was that of M. m. Mo. under the in-
fluence of Pemoline 12 mg/ka. while the lonaest mean climbing time was 
that of the Microtua ochrogaster saline control. Only three of the 
seven had poorer climbing tim •• with the 3 rna/kg do.e, theae beina 
M. m. C57BI/6J, M. m. Mo. and Perog_thus. For theae three thia 
woraened performance with the 3 ma/kg do.~ was also present in their 
ba.e time.. Only one of the -seven had a poorer performance in 
climbing tim.s with the 12 rna/kg dos •• this being M. m. C57Bl/6J. 
It ia a180 noted that two of the aeven, M. m. Mo. and Perognathus, 
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showed exactly the same pattern with both ba •• ancl climbinl tim •• 
with both doses. ie., decreased performance with the 3 mg/kc dose but 
incr.ased performance with the IZ m,/kg dos.. Mic::rotus wa._que 
in showing increaain,ly better performance with the 3 mg/kg and the 
IZ me/kg dose for both base and climbin, times. M.m. CF-l was 
unique inshowina increaain, performance with dose levels in climbin, 
times but decre.silll performance with doae levels in base time •• 
C. .utA&MSlDJ}COU 11'BE...DA. TA. U1Jl'£llmL 
1. Saline 
In order to ,auge the possible interactlon of the animals with the 
machine. one must be aware that instead of 50 consec::utive identical 
avoidance escape situations. we may be dealina with only ten, each of 
which is composed of five parts (the levels of the base compartment. 
of the climbing screen).. An analysis of. ba.e chamber and climbin .. 
screen times for each of the five chambers and screens for each ,enus 
or strain with saline is shown in Fi,. 11. As can be readily seen 
M. m. CF-l varied little from ba.e chamber to ba •• chamber. while 
M. m. Mo. and Perognathus had lon,er times in chambers I, 3, and 
5 than in Z and 4. Onychomys. on the other hand. seemed to be better 
in 1, 3 and S t.lotan in 2 and 4. Microtus had much better score. with 
4 and 5 than with 1, Z and 3. Climbing time a did not show this variable 
'effect, since all except Peromyscus climbed better with experience. 
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Peromysc~s showed much the same approach to the climbing screen 
portion that M. m. Mo. and Perognathus showed in the base chambers. 
This au.lysis demonstrates intergeneric variance which appears in-
dependent of climbing screen levels. 
2. Pemoline 3/ mg Ikg , 
Figure 12 presents a similar analysis for Pemoline 3 mg/kg. 
M.m. CF-l, Microtus and Peromyscus show relatively constant reaction 
. " 
to ,each base chamber. while P,rognathus and M. m. Mo. show better 
performance with succeeding levels. Onychomy' does poorly in base 
chamber Z. but better in 'chamber 5, and M. m. C57Bl/6J shows poorer 
performance in 1 and 3 than in Z, 4 and 5. In climbing times, only 
Microtus shows difficulty after the first SCTeen. Perognathus does 
better in Z, 3 and 4 than it does in 5, although it performs worst in 
chamber 1. 
3. Pemoline 12 ms/kg 
Figure 13 represents a similar analy.is for Pemoline lZ mg/kg. 
Onychomy., Perognathus and Peromyscus have long base times in 
,chamber Z. and M. m. CF .. 1 has longer base times for 2, 3, 4 and 5 
than for base chamber 1. M.m. C57Bl/6J, M.m.Mo. and Microtus 
have rather similar base times in each of the chambers. Climbing times 
show more variance at this dose level than with either Pemoline 3 mglkg 
or saline. Peromyscus' climbing times are long at level 2 while 
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Microtus' climbing times ar~ long at level 3. 
D. LEARNING CURVES -- 8:A.S.. E.;TIMES 
1. Saline 
The average total base times is perhaps the clearest measure of 
escape shown by the data. but this evaluation gives no indication of the 
modulation of escape due to learning. This qW\lity if reflected from 
the learning curves (Figs. 5 ... 10). The average base times spent by 
each genus or strain in all five base chambers for each of the ten 
trials through the machine with saline is shown in Fig. 5. There are 
i. e. , 
three basic patterns discernable from this figure: (1) Convex, there is 
an initial decrease in performance until a point is reached after which 
performance steadily increases; (Z) Concave, i. e., there is an initial 
increase in performance with later flattening out; and (3) Erratic 
behavior, i. e., gaps of improving performance interspersed with poor 
performance (forgetting?). Convexity is shown by M.m. C57BI/6J, 
M. m. CF -1 and Microtus. Concavity is shown by M. m. Mo. and 
Onychomy.. Erratic behavior is shown by Perognathus and Peromyscus. 
Concavity is the only pattern shared by mice of similar background, i. e. 
both M. m. Mo. and Onychomys are feral strains. However, Microtus 
had a higher average in trial ten than in trial one, and only the Mus 
strains managed to achieve an average baae time than was less than five 
seconds, and thus avoided shock. Erratic behavior (forgetting) was 
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2. Pemoline 3 mg/kg 
A similar plot for the 3 mg/kg doae of Pemoline is shown in Fig. 6. 
In this instance, four patterns were seen: Concave, convex, erratic aDd 
a new straight-lined pattern. The concave pattern waa shown by Ony-
chomys and Peromyscus, the convex ~Y J....!. m. Mo .• Microtus and 
Peropthu8, while erratic behavior was seen with M.m. CF-l. The 
M. m. C57Bl/6J animal. showed.a more or les. straight-lined pattern of 
improvement which has a slight Sigmoid shape. Late forgetting was seen, 
however, with Perognathus,1 Onychomys and Microtus. 
310 Pemoline 1 Z mg Ikg 
A similar traatment of the data for the 12 mg Ikg dose of Pemoline 
is shown in Fig. 7. In this instance, the same four patterns are present. 
Convexity is shown with Mom. CF-l, Onychomys and Mom. C57Bl/6J., 
concavity with Parognathus and erratic behavior with Peromy!cus. 
Straight-line behavior was shown by M. m. Mo. and Microtus, although 
in C"tpposite directions. Late forgetting did not appear to occur with this 
dose level. 
Eo UAJt.fs1'RIlq(llt) ][¥~J4mll.~V1!IMES 
10 Saline 
By applying the same analyais to the climbing times, the results 
are preaented in Figures 8, 9 and 10. (8 - Saline, 9 - Pemoline 
,3 mg/kl. and 10 - Pemoline 12 mg/ks) Among the aaline controla 
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(Fil' 8), concavity was shown by M. m. Mo •• Onychomya and 
Perognathua, convexity by Microtua, and M.m. CF-l, erratic,behavior 
by Peromyacua and straight-line behavior by M. m. C57Bl/6J. 
Z. Pemoline 3 ma/kg 
Pemoline 3 ml/kg reaulta (Fig. 9) ahowed concavity for M. m. CF -I, 
Onychomya and Perognathua. convexity for M. m. C57BI/6J. M. m. Mo. 
and Microtus, and erratic behavior for Peromyscus. 
3. Pemoline lZlma/kg 
Pemoline lZ mg/q reaults (Fig. 10) showed concavity for 
M. m. Mo •• Mi-crotua, Perognathu8 and Peromyacua. convexity for 
M.m. CF-l and Onyc:homya. and straight-lined behavior by 
M. m. C57Bl/6J. No straight-line behavior waa apparent with Pemoline 
3 mg/ks. an~ no erratic: beaavior noted with Pemoline lZ mg/q. 
F. LEARNING CURVES AS A REFLECTION OF CONSISTENCY OF 
BEHAVIOR 
The average base and c:1imbinl time. for each trial at each doae 
level with aaline controla is preaented for each genus or strain in 
Figures 14 - ZO. Differences between the base and climbing time. are 
leaa clear due to overlapping; but a compoaite picture is convenient 
for the learning curvea. Each genus except Peromy.cus ahows a final 
, 
baae time with Pemoline lZ mg/kg-well below that of the saline control. 
Peromyacus waa impaired by the dose. Its behaviorv.i:CIS erratic: in the 
firat triala. However. its climbing behaviorWasstl11 much Ie •• erratic: 
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with the higher dose than with saline or with the lower dose of the drug. 
This characteristic of erratic behavior may be used to differentiate 
the base chamber performance of the genus or. strain in question. 
Particularly M.m. Mo., M.m. CF-1, and Microtu., and also Ony. 
chemys, showed little change from trial to trial with saline(Eigure. 
15, 16, 17 and 18). On the other band, M.m. C57Bl/6J .howed marked 
change from trial to trial (Figure. 16 and 14), while Peromyscus and 
Perolnathus exhibiting a similar tendency to a Ie. ser extent (Figures 19 
and 20). With Pe,moline 3 mg/kg, Peromyscus, M. m. C57Bl/6J. and 
M. m. CF ... l. and especially Microtus, showed little change from trial 
to trial. M. m. Mo., Peropathus. and to a les.er degree Onychomys. 
showed much variance. With Pemoline 12 mg/kg. all Mus strains and 
. -
Microtu8 .howed little variance. while Onychomys showed a larle 
amount, and Perognathus and Peromyscus exhibited a moderate amount. 
These statements are based on the fact that when variance for the 
base times is calculated a8 a pooled standard error for the base trials. 
(el. Figures 14 - 20), the si.e of the error term i. in the.e sequence •• 
o. LEARNING CURVES AS A MEASURE OF AVOIDANCE 
The criteria for avoidance conditioning of a given I roup in this ex-
periment were as follows: (1) average avoidance of shock by attaining 
average ba.e times equal to or les. than S.O .econds for any liven trial 
through the machine; or (2) partial avoidance of shock by attaining ave rag 
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ba.e time. between 5.0 and S. S .econd.. Partial avoiclance mean. that 
while .ome of the mice of a group avoided, the majority did. not. The 
majority of the mice in the group, however, had ba.e time. very clo.e 
to avoiclance. 
Onychomy.. Perolnathu., and Peromy.cua (Fiaure. 18, 19 &ad. ZO) 
were poor avoider.. They did not have any ba.e time. Ie •• than S. S 
.econds with .aUne, 3 ma/kg, or IZ mg/kg Pemoline. Onychomy. had 
average ba.e time. for the la.t five trials between 5.6 and. 6.8 .econds 
with 12 maIka/Pemoline, and 6.1 and 6.8 .econd. with .aline. 
PerogD~. had. no average ba.e time. Ie •• than 9.0 .econd., but with 
12 mg/kJ Pemoline had ba.e time. for the la.t five trial. lower than 
either tho.e with 3 mg Ik,Pemoline or Saline. Peromy.cu. had no ba.e 
time. Ie •• than 6.0 .econd. but mo.t nearly approached avoiclance 
criteria with 3 milk, Pemoline, with base time. Ie •• than 1.0 second. 
for the la.t • even trial. at this do.e level. 
Microtus (Fi.. 11) had no ba.e tim.. Ie •• than 9. 0 .econd. with 
.aline and only partial avoidance for trial. 8, 9 and 10 with 3 m.lkg 
Pemoline. Microtua with IZ ma/kg Pemoline had partial avoidance for 
trials 4, 5, and 1. and avera.e avoidance for trials I, Z, 3, 6 and 9. 
Th. Mu •• trains were generally good avoider.. M. m. C57Bl/61 
-
had partial avoidance for trial. 6, 1 and 8 and averale avoidance for 
trial. 9 and 10. 
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M.m. CF-l (Fig. 15) had partial avoidance for trial. 1, 2. 6. 7,. 8, 
and 9. and averaae avoidance for trial 10 with saline. With 3 malkg 
Pemoline. however, it had partial avoidance only OD trial 10 and no 
averaae baae tim •• which met criteria for averaae avoidance. 
M. m. CF-l had averaae avoicia.nce for trials 8, 9 and 10 with 12 mIlks 
Pem 9 llne • M. m. Mo. (Fig. 16) had partial avoidance on trial 9 and 
averale avoidance on trial 10 with aaline, bu.t only partial avoidance 
on trial 10 with 3 ma/ka Pemoline. The M.m. Mo. animals treated 
with 120 mllkg Pemollne bad partial avoidance on triala 3, 4 and 5, and 
average avoidance for the last flve trial •• 
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CHAPTER IV 
. 
OlSCUSSION 
A. AVERAOE BASE TIMES 
. 
The avera,8 total baee time. ie perupt t!ut cl ...... t mea'1.ll'e of 
e.cape .hOWD by the data but it elM. DOt .how modalad .. 01 •• cape 
by lear.,. Averale total ba •• tim.e ma, be ••• el ia eompari"l 
etrala. net .... ra lor ,e.etic te.c:leaci •• toward. •• c .. ,. aad cOD,I.eI.ra-
tiOD of otll.r Hpeeta of ... aalmal', 'be.vioral profUe ehould permit 
corre1&"_ wttJl the., t,Dd.eaci... The mwe. with the 1 ..... mea. ba •• 
tim •• t. ... lIli.ll1, elcapi., .. a1ma1. Thil •• ea,. t •• d.ncr may be .. 
rel1ectio. of 1 ...... 4 .. voidaace 01' of heredltary predllpoeittoa •• 
A.lmal. luh al Mlcrotu.. P.romy.eu... ..4 Pero,aatlaue are "010.1-
~ . 
cally fou,acl La .par •• l, cove ... d. area. wureae M. m. CS1D1/6J hae Dee. 
. .. 
ehow. la the Jaboratory to prele .. co ..... rl au waU.. 0 .. miaht expect 
.,..c ••••• ldDI .. almal. to exhibit low meaD ba •• timet and. corner .. 
••• Id .. aaimal. to mailltaia 10., 01'" ba.e tim.t. 1.'peetiOD of the 
data. )aowI.er, doe. DOt ellpport th •••••• umptloul. The apparent 
21rnlMbv1, oa Ute other hand. wa. alway. {eral. It i. a timid and 
J1ImPJ cr.atur. of. relativ.ly lara •• 1... Th ••• c:!a&racteri.Uce COD" 
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long mean base times would r.llect equally an inhibition of natural 
b.havioral r.spon.e. (i.... .pac ...... king) and timidity for .ntranc. 
into a. new .ituation. Perognathus may also have had difficulty in 
leaYhis the bas. chamber. and wh.n coDlronted with a shock it may hav 
adopt.d fr.ezing behavior. Th. animal with the lowest mean base 
times in g.neral was M. m. Mi.souri. This animal ••• med be.t 
adapted naturally to the characteri.tic. and dimension. of the 
climbing .cr.en. Onychomy. has be.n de.crib.d as capabl. of both -
aggre •• iv. and/or fr.ezing (catatonia) re.pon.... This mouse ex-
hibit.d e.cape tend.nci •• intermediate betw.en the highly escaping 
animals and the inhibited animals. 
Per1'ormance vari.d among the drugged and undrugg.d animals 
of a genu. or strain irre.pective 01 general escape tendencies • Four 
groups of animal. had average bas. time. near the fiv.-second 
avoidance criterion. Three of these group. were animals which had 
r.ceived a dose of 12 mg/kg Pemoline (M. m. C57BI/6J -- 5.5it 0.097 
.ec., M.m. Mo. -- 5.01 ! 9.075 s.c.; and Microtus .- 5.19 t 0.112 
•• c.). The fourth group was the M. m. CF-l control (5.59 t O. 153 
sec.). Also these four groups had little variance from trial to trial 
as reflected by the standard errors and reduction of variance was 
a reflection of behavior in a drugged state. The high dose level of 
Pemoline reduced trial to trial variance for a majority of the genera 
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and in general also lowered average base times. The intermediate 
dose level lowered average base times for only two genera. Microtus 
and Peromyscus. but these were the two space-.eeking generawho.e 
escape behavior was inhibited in the control animals. This inter-
mediate dose level also reduced the variance fl:!oID.1trial to trial for 
these genera; but was without effect on two other genera and increased 
variance for the remaining three genera. 
Thil inconsistent drul effect is perhaps explained by correlating 
average base times at the intermediate dose level with average ~.e 
times at the high dose level and in the undrugged state. At least two 
genera had average base times which were equal for the untreated and 
the 3 mg/~g Pemoline-treated animals, implyin, a lack of drug effect 
at this dosage level, but had lower average ba.e times with the high 
dose. The 3 mg/kg dose of Pemoline inhibited the escape l';)ebavior of 
at least three genera, and the lZ mg/kg do.e level inhibited the e.cape 
behavior of at least two genera. The.e comparisons are admittedly 
complex but in ,.neral Magnesium Pemoline was effective at both 
dose levels in lowering average base times. The lZ mg/kg dosage 
level was more effective than the 3 mg/kg dose level. IDhibltion of 
escape tendencies was manifest at the 3 mg/kg do.e level but much 
less evident at the lZ mg/kg dose level. Enhancement of escape ten-
dencles was manifest at the lZ mglkg dose level but much 1es. evident 
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at the 3 mg/kg dose level. Variance of drug effect appeared to be 
dependent on both the dosage level and intergeneric differences in drul 
sensitivity and natural escape tendencies. 
B. AVERAGE CUMBING TIMES 
The average climbing times of these animals reflect neuromuscular 
coordination, ilUl&te geotropism, and escape tendencies. The variance 
term (standard error) is larger for tbe climbing times than for the 
base times since the grid shock occurred at ten-second intervals as-
cending the grid floor in four segments following the shock in the base 
chamber floor. This lave a forty second delay before a mouse was 
forced into the subsequent chamber. However, none of the average 
climbing times were more than ten seconds and all but one were less 
than six seconds. Sometimes mice entered the subsequent chamber at 
once, at other times they stopped along the runway and waited for the 
shock to ascend. The animals ~lso tried to run down the runway, and 
to climb out throulh the top. Many of the mice from all genera were 
rarely shocked on the runway. Pemoline facilitated climbing behavior 
at the 12 mg /kg dose level for almost all genera and facilitated climbing 
\ 
behavior for a majority of the genera at the 3 mg/kg dose level. Pemo-
line at both dose levels had most effect on Microtus and the 12 mg/q dos 
level of Pemoline markedly enhanced the averale climbing times of 
Perolnathus. Pemoline had less effect on the..M!.!. strains which are 
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generally good climbers. 
c. ANALYSIS OF THE DATA BY LEVEL 
There was no single level of the climbing screen apparatus which 
had a differential effect on either the base or climbing times of the 
animals (Fig. II, 12 and 13). From this we may conclude that each 
animal was presented with fifty essentially identical avoidance escape 
situations. The results of the experiment represent, then, valid in-
ferences of performance. Response variability at any level of the 
climbing screen is better correlated with genetic differences among 
the genera than with mechanical differences in the environment pre-
sented to the mice. There is also no correlation between dose levela 
and performance in a given segment of the machine. 
D. LEARNING CURVES .. - BASE TIMES 
The learning curves for base times (Figures 5 - 7, 14 - 20) reflect 
the interactions of drug effects, generic reactivity. and experience. 
The interactions of these three influences are manifest in the overall 
patterning of the learning curves. Convexity refers to the initial de .. 
I 
crease in performance after which performance steadily increases. 
The point on the curve after which performance progressively improves 
has been termed the inspiration point (IP) by Scudder at al!lSOJ U, as 
was suggested, the genera are regarded as probabilistic homeostatic 
machines, this initial decrease in performance may be considered a clue 
.5~-
to the complexity.of the decision pathways. Sutherland would describe 
these decrements as reflections of learning which analysers and 
outputs to attach to the incoming stimuli. If the assumption of homeo-
stasis includes a goal directed behavior of avoiding shock and this 
behavior if arrived at by a choice of possible paths in the nervous 
system, the animals with the more complex nervous system networks 
with many initially equally probable decision. will make more errors 
in trying out one major strategy after another than a comparatively 
simple system. Concavity refers to an initial increase in performance 
with later flattening-out of the curve. Concavity represents early 
discovery of the correct solution and rapid attainment of the maximum 
in performance which is not further improved upon. The animals ex-
hibiting concave learning curves would then be homeostatic machines 
capable of relatively few decisions or capable of more rapid and ac .. 
curate analysiS of initialJ nrategies. Erratic behavior intersperses 
gaps of improving performance with poor performance. This poor 
performance may repre.ent forgetting o'r may be further attempts 
at more correct solutiDns to the problem. It seems u:nlikely. however, 
that a system would attempt new strate,ie. which exceed present 
homeostasis. If such were the case, it would not be functioning as a 
probabUistic machine since its behavior would represent unlearniDi of 
a correct response. Straight-line behavior refers to progressive im-
provement in performance. The mouse system does not seem to 
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completely discover the correct solution but it does behave more 
homeostatic. The neural pathway for the correct solution only 
slowly exercises a predominant influence. Of these four learnina 
curve patterns, only the erratic pattern is poorlyadaptina. That 
each of the other three is exhibited preferentially by certain aenera 
may well be a reflection that genetiC difference. predispo.e a mouse to 
choose among initially equally probable d.ci.ions in a particular se-
, 
quence. The sequence may be altered by drug influences, as demon-
strated in Table II. 
Two mice, Microtus and Onychomys, had the same patterns in 
both base and climbing times with saline that they had with Pemoline 
3 mg/kg. Two strains had the $ame patterns in both base and 
climbing times with saline that they did with 12. mg/kg Pemoline. 
Peromyscus was the moat perSistently erratic performer, having four 
erratic patterns and two concave patterns. It ia intereating to note 
that Peromyscus had erratic patterns in base and climbing times for 
saline, was erratic for climbing times with 3 mg/kg Pemoline but 
erratic for base times with 12. mg/kg Pemoline. Perognathus had 
consistently concave patterns for climbing times, but was erratic with 
saline. convex with 3 mgJkg Pemoline and concave with 12. mg/kg 
Pemoline. Concavity i8 the only pattern shared by mice of similar 
backaround since both Onychomys and M. m. Mo. are feral. 
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Erratic behavior is characteristic of Peromyscus and straight-Une 
bebavior is characteristic of M. m. C57Bl/6.J, both of which are highly 
inbred strains. The other patterns are almost equally exhibited by 
the animals. The convex pattern is as frequently seen in the control 
as in thB treated animals. The concave and erratic patterns are seen 
less, and the Itraipt-line pattern more, in Pemoline treated 
animala than in control animals, in a dose-response relationship. 
Pemoline thua seems to enhance homeostatic behavior. 
The quantity of learning may be assessed by comparinl the averale 
of the base times for the first five trials with the average of the 
last five trials for each genus or strain. This results in a .radient 
reflecting improvement with experience. The order, from greatest 
to leas t amount of improvement among the geaeara and strains with 
saline is as follows: Ony!:homys, M.m. Mo •• Peromyscus, 
M. m. CS7Bl/6J, M.m. Cr-!; Microtus and Perognathus had nega-
tive values, and thus cannot be included in this ,radient. With 3 milk, 
Pemoline, the 'Order is: Peropatbus, OnYChOID>':., M.m. C57Bl/6.J. 
Peromyacu8. M.m. Cr-!, M.m. Mo., and Microtus. With 12 mg/kg 
Pemoline, the order is: Pero,nathua, Peromyscu8, M. m. Mo., 
M. m. CF -I, Onychomys. M. m. C57Bi/6.J: Microtus is alain Dot in-
cluded in the gradient. Quantitative improvement in learning ia in-
fluenced by initial latency, final performance, and overalllearnlnl 
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curve. • Animal. with convex learnin, curve. tend to have more 
quantitative improvement than is pre.ent with any of the other pattern •• 
And the relative quantity of learning doe. not reflect .ucce •• ful avoid-
anee (e.g., M.m. Mo. in Fig. 16). 
E. LEARNING CURVES -- CUMBING TIMES 
The learning curve. for climbing time. can be di.ecu •• ed a. the 
ba.e time. have been di.cu •• ed in reference to drug effect., generic 
reactivity, and experience. There was little change in relative 
.tabilityof re.pon.e to .aUne and to the two drug do.e. in M. m. CF-l, 
Onychomys and Perognathu.. but Peromy.cu. performed better with 
Pemoline than with .aline in a dose-respon.e relation.hip. M. m. 
C57Bl/6J, on the other baAd, bad a poorer value with the 3 mg/k. 
do.e than with either saline or the 12 mg/kg dose. The performance of 
M. m. Mo. became more .table with the 3 mg/kg dose but le.sstable 
with the 12 mg/ka do.e, a. did that of Microtus. 'Pemoline facilitated 
improvement in the climbing time. of almost all genera but there was 
a tendency to .lightly .lower rwming on the la.t trial. Thi. probably 
repre.ents a fatigue decrement. 
Izmate geotropi.m rath.r than learning is expr •••• d by the g.n.ral 
.uperiority of.ome animal. in ba.ic climbing ability. Climbing 
p.rformance was r.latively.table for all g.nera. Only two animals 
~ 
.howed marked chan ••• in their ranking regarding escape tendency. 
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Onychomy. was tile mo.t e.caping animal at the 3 mg/kg level. but wa. 
fifth at the 12 mg/kg level; and Perognathu. wa. much more e.caping 
with the 12 rng/kg do.e than with .alin.. Pemoline doe. not afi.ct 
climbing performance as much as ba.e tim. performance. 
Quantitativ. improvement in climbing perfor~ance was also Ie •• 
affect.d by Pemoline than was base performance. Certain animal., 
e. g •• Peromy.cu. untreated. exhibited both quantitatively more im .. 
prov.ment and change in climbing tim. learning curv •• to more homeo-
.tatic .olution.. M. m. C57BI/6J wa. improved .. and M. m. Mo. and 
Peromy.cus much improved quantitatively with the Pemoline do •••• 
while Microtu., Onychomy. and P.rognathu. were quantitativ.ly Ie •• 
improved relative to the other animal. with the dru. in either do.e. 
M. m. CF-lshowed .ome relative improvem.nt with the 3 mg/kg do.e 
but wa. the poore.t quantitatively with the Pemoline 12 mg/kg do.e. 
F. LEARNING CURVES AS A REFLECTION OF CONSISTENCY OF 
BEHAVIOR 
t!:onsistency of behavior i. reflected by both variance of base and/or 
climbing time. from tri.al to trial and adher.nce to a learning curve 
pattern of performance closely d.scribed by a mathematical expression. 
This continuity of the learning curv •• ref.rs to how closely subsequent 
points lie to the closest continuous curve or quadratic equation pos.ibly 
represented by them. Hypothetically divergence from a continuous 
curve repre.ent. forgettin. and indicate. high varianc. from 
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1 Ji.5O) performance to performance among m ce of a genus. Scudde~ et ale 
have previously demonstrated that in the climbing screen the wild animal 
the least inbred, generally show the most constant behavior. Survival 
probably depends on large measure on a good uniform escape behavior 
or a well-regulated processing of information leading to superior 
escape; and tie wild forms, although they may not be highly inbred 
or homozygous for other traits show a strong tendency for uniform es-
cape behavior. The most interesting results were with the animals 
treated with 3 mg/kg Pemollne. In this instance the inbred strains 
showed little variance in performance while the feral strains showed 
more variance. Onychomys and M. m. Mo. are feral mice and bad 
little variance in performance when given saline. In the drugged state. 
both of these feral mice became less consistent in their learning per-
formances. The highly inbred strains, on the other hand, showed 
uniform responsiveness in the drugged state. Pemoline presumably 
acted to facilitate selection of behavioral responses which are sub-
ordinated in the untreated inbred animals and to disrupt normal be-
bavioral responses in the feral mice. 
O. LEARNING CURVES AS A MEASURE OF AVOIDANCE 
The quality of learning is' important for this is basically an avoidance 
situation. Criteria were established to determine the qualitative learning 
(i. e., avoidance) exhibited by the animals. Quality of learning is 
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, 
influenced by neuromuscular coordination, innate geotropism, and 
drug-mouse and mou.e-machine interaction.. We have little evidence 
With which to evaluate neuromuscular coordination in this experiment 
and must therefore consider it an unknOWt'l variable. Innate geotropism 
is reflected in the consistency with which various genera react to the 
avoidance-escape lituation. The Mus strains are generally good 
avoiders but Perognathus, Peromyscus, and Onychomls are generally 
poor avoiders. Microtu., which shovved no avoidance with saline, per-
formed very well with either dose of Pemoline. 
U one analyses the learning curves for quality of learning. quantity 
of learning, convexity (IP), stability and continuity. and e.cape tenden-
cies, the re.ults appear as in Tables nI for base times and Table IV 
for climbing time~. These tables represent mean. for evaluating the 
intelligence of each genus as reflected in the performances in drugged 
and undrugged states. The complete lack of qualitative improvement 
with the 3 mglkg dose of Pemoline is significant from the standpoint 
of a possible biphasic action of Magne.lum Pemoline. Thus quality 
ratings for all genus •• and. strains with Pemoline doses of 3 mg/kg 
were entered as zero. U. however, the maximum poor rating, i.e •• 7, 
is given, the final intelligence total. chan,e. This adju.ted score does 
not alter inter-generic and inter-strain relative differences in per-
formance. but it does change the evaluation of the drug effects. Three 
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mice, M. m. Mo. t . Onychomys and Peromyscus have the same relative 
performance with and without adjustment. This analysis is shown in 
Table V. 
Perognathus and M. m. C57BI/6J change from most intelligent 
performance to least. M. m. CF - I still has more intelligence with 
Pemoline, but its adjusted periormance is worse at the lower dose than 
at the higher. Microtus, on the other hand, does best with the higher 
dose. Two animals are profoundly influenced by the drug: M. m. Mo. 
and Onychomys. The M.m. Mo. animals treated with 3 mg/kg 
Pemoline do very poorly. while their cohorts do extremely well. The 
Onychomls controls are second in intelligence only to M. m. Mo. t but 
drugged Onychomys does very poorly. Both M.m. Mo. and 
Onychomys are feral. When performance is adjusted, two patterns 
develop. The highly inbred ~ strains are affected similarly by the 
dosages and. have comparable total scores. They are best without the 
drug, and are inhibited by the lower dose. Some of the feral animals, 
M. m. Mo •• Microtus and Pero,nathus, do best with the higher dose and 
poor.st with the lower dose. Peromyscu8 in ,eneral does poorly but 
les8 poorly with 3 mg/kg Pemoline. 
There was a divergence of dose effects in the relative intelligence 
raDltings for base and climbinl time.. 'l"lan:e animals which in general 
showed increases in relative.ran.k for climbing times showed decreases 
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for base times. Microtus ~s unique in exhibitiq progressive improve-
ment in base times with increasing drug dose levels but a decline in 
climbing performance with the 12 mg/kg dose of Pemoline. 
Microtus is a very interesting animal in its reaction to both the 
climbing screen apparatus and to Pemoline. The controls show absolutely 
no avoidance. and are quantitatively poorer performers in the last five 
trials than in the first five. Microtus was shown to be a poor learner 
and a poor avoider in our earlier undrugged studies. ISO. With the . 
lower dose of Pemoline, the animals approached the machine more 
adaptively. and some of them were avoiding in the last six trials, 
having reached maximum performance (and learning) by the fourth trial 
through the machine with 3 mg/kg Pemoline. With the higher dose, they 
seemed adjusted to the machine from the start, having an average of less 
than 5.00 seconde for the first three trials, then hovering around the 
avoidance level for the next four trials, then apparently waiting for the 
sbock before leaving the chambers. It is noteworthy that even in the 
last three trials. some of the animals are still avoiding. Microtus also 
shows much. 1.ss variance in its climbing behavior under the influence 
of the drug than with saline, although it learns running performance 
pr§gressively better with .aUne dar an early marked convexity. which 
is less pronounced with the lower dose of Pemoline. 
An analysis of -Microtus for all 50 avoidance-escap. situations for 
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all ten mice of each group for base times is shown in Fig. 21. The very 
erratic behaVior of the saline controls is obvious, &s is the relatively 
stable performance of the higher dose animals. The animals treated 
with the lower dose of Pemoline showed erratic behavior for much of 
the first half of the experiment, but became more stable than the 
12 ma/kg animals in the second half. The dotted line represents the 
5.0 second avoidance area. and it can berseen that the drugged animals 
have learned to associate their motor responses better to their sensory 
input than the saline control animals. The question of whether Pemoline 
influenced the sensory recognition of the shock is beyond the scope or 
feasibility of this paper. 
An analysis of Microtus for the 50 avoidance.escape situations 
for all ten mice of each group for their climbing times is shown in Fig. 22 
Again the control animals are more erratic, and the lower dose animals 
show erratic behavior early with better stability than the higher dose 
animals at the end. 
H. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESULTS 
The results may be correlated with the theories of learning and 
memory. Straight-line patterns of learmng curves correspond well 
with the trial-and-error patterns proposed by Thorndike and. in a sense, 
with these of all SR theorists. Guthrie's shifting of associations theory 
is demonstrated by the concave learning curve patterns. The convex 
patterns are obvious detour patterns and x,nay result from the complex-
ities of neural pathways. Tha't no one psychological theory explains the 
results is to be expected from the state of controversy about learning 
and memory processes. 
It is likely that molecular modulation and repression are the bases 
of learning a.nd memory. Nucleic acid is the most probable site of 
memory coding and an increase in RNA would enhance memory and 
learning. Neurophysiological postulations have been proposed by 
Plotnikoff and by Glasky to explain the elfects of Pemoline on learning 
and memory. According to the postulated ttlechanism of action of 
Pemoline, true-RNA polymerase is stimulated in a linear dose-response 
relationship. This presumably facilitates the development of prefer-
ential neural pathways and synaptic connections by increasing available 
RNA. We have denlonstrated variable and complex behavioraleifects of 
Pemoline on learning and memory in mice. Our results failed to 
substantiate a dose-response relationship between Pemoline and per-
formance. Performance was enhanced by Pemoline at both dose levels, 
the higher dose being generally more effective, but there was a diver-
gence of dose effects in the relative rankings of the genera for per-' .. 
formance in bas. and climbing times. The eDhancement of learning ~ 
produced by Pemoline is probably due to a non-specific action as a eNS 
stimulant. 
I, 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMAR Y AND CONCLUSIONS 
Employtac aa automat.d avol ..... coa4lUOIliDl cltmblal .Cl' .... 
of 
a ."y wa. m'" 01. ~. eompantiv. effect •• alla. eODtroll, .aad. 
, m./q .... la rna/ka do •• l.v.lI 01. Ma, ••• illDl Pemou..e oa leania. 
MhaYiOI' la ...... al •••• n. of mice. a •• ult • •• 1'. r.col'cleel in term. of 
I . 
tJae amCMUlt of tim. til. aaimat. .,.at in the ba •• cUmMr. of the ma.hiae 
aM til. climb .... ttm. from lea"'q tu ba •• dlambel' uattl .ateria, the 
uxt cllamber. Th. mic. ".1'. Wierowe MhJ'!'a.t.r, Oltt!lloml. 
l .. c"alt.I', Pe!"Oe!tJau. !!alcU~tul. Pel'OJDpwl maalcWatu.. 
BalJ'clll. and ....... traiD. of Nll. mlllculul, M. m. CF .1, M. m. 
C51BI/6J, aad M.m. Mi ••• ri. 
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fo .. both ba •• and cllmb tim •• , aacl aa int.Ut •• ac ... pel'fonnaac. lcaJ.e 
cl.riv.d. 
Th. feral aaimall, .xc. P.rop!:th1l1 ppiclUatul,· . 
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were the most adaptive animals as saline controls, and the feral 
Mus, M. m. Missouri, was the most intelligent animal whether drugged 
or not. Microtus ochrogaster, which showed no avoidance learnin. with 
saline, performed very well with either dose level of Magnesium 
Pemoline. 
There was a divergence of dose effects in the relative intelligence 
ranking. for ba.e and climb times. Those animals which in general 
showed increase. in relative :tank for climb time. exhilJited decrea.es 
for base times. Microtus ochrogaster was unique in showing progressive 
improvement in base times with increasing drug doses but a decline in 
performance with the 12 mllkg dose of Magnesium Pemoline. 
The results failed to show enbanced~performance for all mice in 
a dose-response relationship. Rather, the data suggested that the 3 mg/k 
do.e of Magnesium Pemoline adversely influenced feral mice more than 
inbred mice, but produced learning increments in a poorly adapting, 
highly inbred strain, Peromyscus maniculatuB Bairdii. Some of the 
feral animals, M. m. Missouri, Microtus ochrogaster, and 
\ 
Perosnathus penicillatus, performed, in comparison to the saline con .. 
trol group, better with the 12 mg/kg dose but poorer with the 3 mi/kg 
dose. No qualitative learning was evident in any of the mice with the 
3 mg/kg dose level. 
That our results did not show the dose-response relationships 
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previously demonstrated by others may be due to our employment of 
different dose levels than those employed by Lienert. Schmidt or 
Plotnikoff. Our data indicate. facilitation at hiaher doses contrary to 
what was reported by Lienert. And the linear dose-reaponse relation-
ship noted by Plotnikoff was absent in our results. Our data indicate 
, <' 
a doubly biphasic ~ction on avoidance conditioning and learning in low-
m04erate and hiah dose levels of the drug, which affects feral mice more 
than highly inbred strains. Since puromycin is known to inhibit 
learning in mice and interferes with protein synthesis, the conclusion 
bas been drawn that puromycin adversely affects the learning aDd 
memory of mice by inhibiting the synthesis of protein via the 
ribosomes. It may be of interest in the future to contrast the effects of 
puromycin and those of Pemoline on the learnina and memory of mice and 
to correlate these results with molecular studies of the druaged animals. 
In our opinion, the enhancement of learned avoidance conditioning in the 
mice in our study was due to a nonspecific central stimulating eHect of 
Table I 
Table n 
Table m 
Table IV 
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TABLI I 
Dni mMt. en teaming and •• 1'7 
A. 1800 DlPATRIDT or JI'PIIIG 
1. Barb1 tur.te. 
2. Tranquil1s.ra 
3. Aiaticbol.1nergioa 
4. Cbolino.a...tic a 
.5. Inhibitors or RIA qntMaia ( 8-uaguan1ne ) 
6. C.tions ( C.C12) . 
B. IlWG IMPAIRMiNT or Mill)1lI 
1. hesth.tics 
2. Topicals 
3. Tranquil1s.rs 
4. So.polu1ne 
.5. ' DepreaNllts 
. 6. Inb1b1 tors ot RIA qnthes1.s 
7. Inh1b1 tel'S ot pNteiD qnthee1s 
C. IRUG FACILITATIOI or WIIIm 
1. S'tI7ahniM 
2. !apMt.ud.Ms 
3. lIicot.1ne 
4. Chlordi .••• poxi6l 
.5. Cbolinoid..t1cs 
6. Thiud.ne 
7. Dipbe!V'ld1u.de ·-tuol (17.57 I.S. ) 
8. P •• line 
D. IllUG F!CILITATIOIr' or IIIIDlI 
1. StiJIulant. 
2. Anal.ptics 
3. Convulsants 
4. Cbou.ao.n..t1cs 
.5. Ribormol.1o Mid 
6. DipbeJwld1 .... ···taaol (17.57 I.S. ) 
7. 1.1.3-tr1~aao-2-.-1Do-l-propene (U-9189) 8. P..,u. (.,) 
I 
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TABLE I I 
Sali ne 3 mg/kg Pemoli ne 12 mg/kg Perooli f 
enus/Strain Base Climb Base 'Climb Base Climb 
M. m.C57Bl /6J convex/straight straight/ convex convex/ str ai h 
M. lIl . CF-I convex/convex erratic/concave convex/ convex 
IM. m. Missouri concave/concave convex/ convex straight/concav~ 
IMic r otus convex/oonvex convex/convex straillht I cone av' 
IonycholJUs concave/concave concave/ concave convex/cony x 
Perognathus erratic/concave convex/concave conca.ve / cone v 
Per oD\Yscus erratic/erratic concave/erratic err8tic / concav 
This represents a tabulation or the various learning curv r 
exhibi ted by the genera. For explanation see text ( Chapt .-
D and Chapter IV--Section D) and Figures 5 - 10. 
I 
• 
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DIU m . j 
, 
• &1 .. \1_ .t .... ft.. 
1" 
I Stab1l1q Ia.plrat1_ I 
G ••• ... Poat or Quatiq Qul1q I.,ape Total 
eoat1Jndq COllYG1q 
S ) 12 S ) 12 S ) 12 S ) 12 S 3 12 S 3 12 
1I ... CS1 ) ) ,. 2 3 15 
Il/6J 1 3 3 0 5 12 
) 2 S 3 3 lE' 
~ ... 4 .. S 1 1 15 
cr-I 6 .. S 0 3 21 
6 ) 4 2 4 19 
K ... Mo. 2 1 2 1 2 • , 2 3 6 0 2 16 
I 1 1 ) 1 1 1 
1t10ro- 5 S ~)O* 2 6 18 
tu S ) 6 0 1 15 
2 1 ". 1 2 12 
Ony- 1 1 1 2 4 9 
abo •• 3 1 2 0 6 12 
4 ) ,. 4 5 21 
Perol- 6 6 0- 2 1 ; 21 
nathu. 1 2 1 0 7 17 
S 1 1 4 6 17 
-' 
P.N- 1 1 ) 2 S 24 
.H1l. ,. 1 ,. 0 4 11 
? 'L\ . .4 · .': 2 4 7 ~ 
1 .;.. ' 
ru. Np!'eMftU a t1: '-.. ual.Id. Of tM a""l"ap ba •• U.s 
and the learD1ng oum •• I" ....... t1on _ ted (Chapter IV) and 
nc-.. 3 •. 'S:-'1 • . .. *4-11 • S • s.u... , • ) .. rae ,..l.1ne. and. 12 :z 
~2 .. /'q pnol1M. TIle ut.r1.a aN aplei ••• ill tM ten. 
1-
ha11l&t1on ot Cl1ab1Bc -a... 
Stabi11 V ad 
Genu. COlltimdV I 110 ape Total 
S ~ 12 S :3 12 S :3 12 S :3 12 
M ••• C57Bl/6J ~ ... 1 6 2 9 
4 4 :3 11 
1 4 
j :3 8 
H •• a.cr.:.! :3 :3 4 10 
3 2 4 9 
2 7 4 13 
H.a.Ifi •• ouri 2 5 1 8 
1 6 2 9 
4 2 1 7 
Iti.Cl"otu. 4 2 7 13 
2 5 6 13 
7 5 6 18 
OD.rcho-r. :. . ! 5 4 :3 1:' 
6 :3 1 0 
5 6 5 16 
P.ropatllll. , 6 .~: 1 5 12 
1 1 ~r 7 15 
6 ) 
., 
\ 2 11 
P.ro-,scu8 7 . '1 • ;: 6 20 
5 1 5 17 
3 1 7 11 
, 
c 
-
"'# • 
Thi. repreMnt. a ... -tactor analT.i8 ot the •• rag. climbing 
tiM. and the 1.amiDg C'V'Y... 'or UJIJ+-tion •• text (Chapter IV) and' 
Figure. 4, 8 - 10, and 14 - 20. S. SaliM·, 3 • 3 .. /kg p8J11Ol1n., and 
12 z 12 .. /kg peaol.1ne. 
..., --
... 
,. 
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TABLE V 
--
TaLI , 
. 
htelliS-•• - P.rt ....... 
, SCDI PIRP01UWiCI 
--Genu. Drug unadju.ted. adju.ted lUUUija..ted. adja.ted. 
M ••• C51Sl/6J Saline 15 2 1 
Pe., 3 ,../'q 12 19 1 3 
Pa 12 ,../kg 16 3 2-
~ ••• C'-I Sal.1ae 15 1 1 
P •• :3 ,../ka 18 25 2 3 
Pea 12 ,../kg 19 3 2 
~ ••• M1 •• 0v1 Saline i,'8 2 2 
Pea :3 .. Ike 13 20 3 3 
P •• 12 ... /kg 7 1 1 
• 
, 
lI1orotu. Sal1De 18 3 2 \ Pa 3.,./'q 15 22 2 3 
P •• 12 ./"q 12 '-c, 1 \ 1 
0I\r ..... Saline 9 f,'''- 1 . 1 
P- :3 .. Ike 12 19 :' 2 a 
P •• 12 wiJq , 20 3 3 
I 
lPeropatJm. Sal.1M 21 2 2 
Pa 3 wc/'q 17 24 1 3 
Pa 12 ,../kg 17 
-,-
1 1 
-,-
PeroWV'.ous Saline 24 2 2 
P •• 3 ag/kg 13 20 1 1 
Pe. 12 ... /kg 24 . 2 2 
This represent. &I'l adju.t.ent tor valu.. in Table. III and IV. In 
place ot the s.ro entered 111 the qual1tativ. leaJ"ft1Dc oolum. ot all the 
gaera the aaxx1 wn. poor rat1Jlc 1. .ateNd Mr. s1no. there vas no quaU ta-
tiv. 1aprove.nt ot leAl'ld.aa v1th 3 .. /'q pao11ll ••. •• aeen there is an 
.ttect on the relative .Ueota ot pe_1.1ne on ~ 1Iltell1l00. rating 
given the various g.D8I'a. 
I 
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Block Diapam of· Avofdance Conditioning Machine 
/. 
.., 
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FIGURE 2 
Wiring Diagram of Avoidance Conditioning Machine 
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Figure 5 -- Bas times, S lin Control 
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F ,igure 6 -- Base times, 3 mg/kg 
Pemoline 
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FIGURE , 6 
Base time., 3 mg/kg PemoUne 
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Figure 7 -- Base times, 12 mg/kg Pemoline 
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FIGURE 8 -- Climbing Times, Saline control 
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Figure 8 - - Climbing times, Saline control I 
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Figure 10 - - Climbing times, 12 mg/ kg Pemoline 
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Figure 10 -- Climbing times, 12 mg/kg P emoline ' 
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Figure 11 - - Analysl s by level. Saline control 
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Analysis by level, Saline control 
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Figure 12 - - Analysis by level, 3 mg / kg Pemoline 
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Figure 13 - - Analysi s by Level, 12 mg/kg Pemoline 
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Fig. 22 - MICROTUS OCHROGASTER 
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